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Create·Explore·Enjoy 

AquaTech is a leader in the design and manufacturing of professional photographic accessories used 
in action water sports. From our beginning we have focused on creating exceptional products, offer-
ing a range of lightweight and durable Sport Housing equipment and accessories.

We first began our journey in 1998 manufacturing Sport Housings for professional photographers 
and cinematographers and our innovative products were focused towards surfing and ocean sports. 
Since then we have strived to continuously update our designs and materials to offer the best in class 
lightweight and durable Sport Housings and Accessories. 

In 2017 we released the AxisGO product line designed for the iPhone, bringing everything we’ve 
learned from our Sport Housings to develop a high-quality professional Sport Housing system for the 
world’s most famous modern-day camera, the iPhone. With our newest release AxisGo 11 Pro and Pro 
Max we offer iPhone 11 users new possibilities to create, explore and enjoy using their smartphone 
cameras in the water and other extreme conditions.

Throughout the years we’ve listened to both professional and amateur photographers around the 
world and strived to continuously improve our products and designs. Our family of products has be-
come the top choice for those interested to capture incredible images and stunning video for shoot-
ing in water and extreme conditions.

Today AquaTech products are used by professional and amateur photographers around the globe in 
advertising, surfing, sailing, documentary film making, ocean seascape art, fashion, fishing, Olympic 
water sports, and more.

We welcome you to explore our newest range of Sport Housings and Accessories.

 Alan Love 
 Managing Partner
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Exceptional Designs

User Experience

From its beginning AquaTech has focused on creating exceptional products, offering a range of lightweight and 
durable Sport Housing equipment and accessories to meet the requirements of high level professional photog-
raphers and prosumers. A relentless focus on design, functionality and quality has always been a core guiding 
principle of our design and manufacturing process allowing us to create products that deliver an enhanced user 
experience. 

Our products also offer a wide range of controls giving the professional photographer the freedom to utilize their 
cameras to create exceptional images while shooting in the water and other extreme conditions. Today AquaTech 
offers a range of Sport Housings for Canon, Sony, Nikon, Fuji, Panasonic, among others along with accessories ca-
tering to the evolving needs of professional and prosumer photographers and videographers.

We are also driven by a passion for delivering the best user experience through our products design, functional-
ity and technical service that meet evolving needs of our professional and prosumer customers. We continually 
strive to improve our design and engineering around the end user experience and feedback received with each 
new product release. This consistent feedback has allowed us to continuously evolve our designs, materials and 
techniques to meet the latest industry trends and offer a wide range of lightweight and durable equipment and 
accessories. We also provide exceptional customer technical support and service to ensure our customers have the 
right equipment to meet their needs.

Design Functionality Quality
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AquaTech “Our Range of Products”

 Sport Housings 

 Sport Housing Accessories 

AxisGo and Accessories

Our latest model Sport Housings include the REFLEX, EVO III and EDGE 
which provide solutions for the leading professional level cameras includ-
ing Canon, Sony, Nikon, Panasonic, Fuji and now Hasselblad.

AxisGO 11 Pro and AxisGO 11 ProMax Sport Housings is our latest in its 
range of products designed exclusively for the iPhone 11 brought to you 
by the AquaTech Team. This new product offering along with a range of 
accessories including action kits, allows iPhone 11 users a simple and ergo-
nomic way to capture stunning photos and videos with their iPhones.

In addition to our Sport Housings we have a robust array of accessories 
that enhance and expand the usage of our housings. 

Soft Goods 

While our soft goods range features the Sport Shield Rain Cover designed 
to protect your camera equipment from all the elements Mother Nature 
can throw at you. Rain, snow, dust, salt air and just about anything you are 
faced with on location.
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Sport Housings

Photographer: Ray Collins 
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Photographer: Serena Lutton 
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Cutting EDGE

The EDGE Sports Housing is a culmination of the design principles AquaTech has been perfecting for over 20 The EDGE Sports Housing is a culmination of the design principles AquaTech has been perfecting for over 20 
years. We have made a housing that is a response to the ever changing needs of professional photographers. The years. We have made a housing that is a response to the ever changing needs of professional photographers. The 
EDGE is our most compact, advanced, and ergonomic Housing we have ever produced. Featuring a completely EDGE is our most compact, advanced, and ergonomic Housing we have ever produced. Featuring a completely 
redesigned clip system The EDGE is a bold step forward for AquaTech. The more ergonomic form factor allows for redesigned clip system The EDGE is a bold step forward for AquaTech. The more ergonomic form factor allows for 
effortless shooting in either portrait or landscape mode. No matter what you are shooting The EDGE is an indis-effortless shooting in either portrait or landscape mode. No matter what you are shooting The EDGE is an indis-
pensable addition to your photography setup.pensable addition to your photography setup.
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Our Next Step

The EDGE housing features our interchangeable P-Series ports, which support a robust array of lenses. Camera The EDGE housing features our interchangeable P-Series ports, which support a robust array of lenses. Camera 
control is offered via tactile push button controls on the housings backplate, allowing simple and intuitive control control is offered via tactile push button controls on the housings backplate, allowing simple and intuitive control 
over important camera settings. Capturing video? The included palm stopper acts as a comfortable right hand grip over important camera settings. Capturing video? The included palm stopper acts as a comfortable right hand grip 
for increased stability during video capture. It can also be replaced by another side handle (additional purchase) for increased stability during video capture. It can also be replaced by another side handle (additional purchase) 
to allow for a firmer grip and improved stability.to allow for a firmer grip and improved stability.
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Precise and Flexible

The EDGE Sports housing is also compatible with our M3 Pistol Grip, and is available in a Grey or Orange colour The EDGE Sports housing is also compatible with our M3 Pistol Grip, and is available in a Grey or Orange colour 
option.option.
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Todd Glaser with REFLEX
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AquaTech is excited to announce the release of our new REFLEX Sport Housing for the Canon 5D MKlV, Canon 
90D, Nikon D850, as well as the Hasselblad X1D II 50C. A culmination of 20 years of design and field testing for the 
AquaTech Team. 

The REFLEX will support the Canon 5D MKlV and Canon 90D with a range of lenses will offer outstanding optical 
performance and image quality that Canon cameras are known for. “Our use of a new design and manufacturing 
process for the REFLEX has allowed us to create a more agile Sport Housing that will deliver an enhanced user 
experience.” says Alan Love, Managing Partner of AquaTech.

An additional purchase of a lens port is required to correctly use this product if you do not already own a current P 
Series Lens Port. You can view the full range of P Series lens ports and find the correct lens port selection for your 
lenses on our reference chart. The REFLEX Sport Housing is also compatible with our M3 Pistol Grip, LUX Flash 
Housing (Nikon version) and SYNC Transmitter Housing (Nikon version).

World Class Protection 
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Borrowing elements from the hugely popular Elite II Housing lines and moving forward with a new hinged back 
design, the REFLEX is the next step in the evolution of AquaTech Sport Housings. REFLEX Sport Housing offers 
photographers an unmatched experience in capturing images of the highest quality in an ergonomic and compact 
design. Whether you’re shooting commercial, fine art, surf, fashion, or any project that demands only the best, the 
REFLEX Sport Housing is the perfect Sport Housing to get the job done.

The REFLEX is equipped with 2 quick release clips for quick closing and securing (with safety latches), 2 of our new 
electronic AF shutter release controls for effortless shooting in either portrait or landscape orientation, an ergo-
nomic zoom control, and a ¼”-20 tripod mounting point. Camera control is offered via tactile push button controls 
on the housings backplate, allowing simple and intuitive control over important camera settings.

Ergonomic Design
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We’re proud to offer a new stylish, modern, and ergonomic Sport Housing that will allow our users to create high 
quality work. Using our latest manufacturing techniques the REFLEX is one of our strongest Sport Housings 
providing exceptional strength and durability while shooting. In addition to suiting a variety of the most popular 
camera models. The REFLEX is both a powerful and versatile solution offering the user unparalleled freedom while 
shooting. 

Stylish... Powerful... Versatile...
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Todd Glaser with REFLEXPhotographer: Ben Thouard 
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The EVO III Sport Housing builds on the popularity of the original EVO Sport Housing and delivers a refined design 
which is compatible with the entire Canon EOS-1DX range of cameras (including the 1D C). EVO III was designed 
to provide the most natural user experience when using the Canon 1DX Mark III in the water. Whether it be for surf 
photography or fashion, shooting stills or video, the EVO III supports your workflow and lets you concentrate on 
getting the job done. 

The Next Evolution
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The EVO III is the BEST Housing we’ve ever made! Never miss a shot with 2 x E2 shutter buttons positioned on 
the EVO III, so you can shoot in landscape or portrait orientation with ease, just like you would with the camera in 
your hands. A manual shutter button is also included for more flexibility. The M3 pistol can also be used for those 
moments when you need to shoot with one hand, add stability to your shooting or move your center of gravity 
underneath the housing.

The EVO III ships with a standard side handle mounted to the left-hand side of the housing and a “palm stopper” 
grip mounted to the right-hand side. You can use the housing with or without these grips and swap positions as 
needed. The tools required are included with the EVO III. We also offer a second side handle for added grip and 
stability.

Powerful and Portable 
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The EVO III Sport Housing supports our interchangeable P/PD Lens Port system and is compatible with all current 
zoom gears. The backplate features easier to use push button and dial controls that won’t fatigue your fingers. 
2 self-locating stainless steel dowels on the inside of the backplate help with setup and ensure you get precision 
alignment every time. An external rubber eyepiece provides more comfort when using the viewfinder as well as 
helping to reduce stray light which helps you to continue to track your subject in high contrast lighting environ-
ments.

Complete Freedom
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 Sport Housing Accessories

Photographer: Ben Thouard 

 Sport Housing Accessories

Photographer: Ray Collins 
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AquaTech’s P-Series and PD-Series Lens Port Systems support a wide range of the lenses for professional level 
cameras including Canon, Sony, Nikon, Panasonic, Fuji and now Hasselblad. Our P-series ports come in Flat Ports 
and Dome Ports offering a wide range of shooting options. The flat ports support your prime lenses and telephoto 
lenses starting with our P-65 through to P-215.

Our Dome Ports support a wide range of camera lenses including wide angle and fish-eye lenses and range from 
our PD-65 through to our large PD-140.

This dome port is ideal for shooting underwater and surface photography and is used in various water situations 
when a super wide angle lens is preferred.

AquaTech Lens Ports feature a threaded system that is interchangeable with our current AquaTech Sport Hous-
ings. No tools are required to attach the port. The Element is replaceable if damaged, you can contact an AquaTech 
center service for parts and instruction. 

AquaTech Zoom Gears allow full zoom control on compatible AquaTech Sport Housings. The zoom gears operate 
in a smooth and responsive manner and are available for a range of different lenses.

P-Series Lens Ports and Zoom Gear 
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Photographer: Trent Mitchaell
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The Lux Flash Housing features a brand new housing design with an included Godox TT685 series flash, creating a 
functional and versatile lighting solution in the water. Designed specifically for the TT685 flashes, the LUX borrows 
controls from our EVO and Elite II Housings for superior control over all flash settings. Safety locking clips from our 
Elite II housings secure the LUX with even pressure on the HAR Ring seal and require no tools for setup. 

The new quick-cam mount connects to the supplied Pro Mount V3 without the need for any additional tools. Easily 
remove the LUX or interchange with your action camera on the Pro Mount V3 when lighting is not required.

Our 6 pin flash sync system allows the LUX to support TTL and high-speed sync in the water with hard wired op-
tions available up to 30ft for underwater lighting. You can also combine the LUX with the new SYNC Transmitter 
Housing to wirelessly trigger the LUX at distances up to 100m above water, or slave another LUX housing to the 
master unit for multiple lighting effects.

LUX Flash Housing 
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Kai Lenny shot by Zak Noyle using the LUX Housing
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The SYNC Transmitter Housing is a compact and easy to use housing that supports a range of flash transmitters. 
Wirelessly connect your camera to one or multiple professional strobes, or even speedlights to create a range of 
lighting effects that capture your unique vision.

 The simple design of the SYNC connects to your Sport Housing via our 6 Pin Sync cable system and has the ability 
to support TTL modes and Hi-Speed Sync. 6 Pin Sync cables are available in a range of sizes up to 30ft, so you 
can float your SYNC to the surface to continue to transmit the radio signal even if you’re well below the surface.

An amazing feature of the SYNC Transmitter Housing is the option to have the SYNC wirelessly control the LUX 
Flash Housing when using a Godox transmitter. This opens up a world of new options for wireless off-camera flash 
in the water with full TTL and HSS.

The SYNC is easily secured with 2 thumbscrews to provide an even seal across the clear backplate. As the SYNC 
is able to support multiple brands with it’s control-free design, the exposure control for your lights can either be 
performed in camera or on the light itself.

SYNC Transmitter Housing
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Photographer: Cait Myers 
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The AquaTech Sport Shield Rain Cover(SSRC) is designed to protect your camera equipment from all the elements 
Mother Nature can throw at you. Rain, snow, dust, salt air and just about anything you are faced with on location. 
Made from tough three-ply ripstop waterproof, breathable fabric, they provide maximum protection yet are very 
light and compacts easily. The weatherproof sleeve allows for safe and secure access to camera controls, an un-
hindered view of the rear LCD screen plus an eyepiece and LCD cover for complete coverage and protection. It’s 
designed to suit a wide range of cameras and lenses from Canon, Nikon, Sony, and Fuji.

The AquaTech Sport Shield Rain Cover is designed to provide your camera equipment with protection against 
nearly any environment, whether it is rain, salt, sun, dust or snow. A professional grade solution for those photog-
raphers who can not let bad weather or environmental elements get in the way of that perfect moment. available 
in small, medium, large and extra large sizes. 

Sport Shields 
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Photographer: Jeremy Koreski
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Photographer: Asia Brynne 
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AquaTech is pleased to share the new AxisGO 11 Pro and AxisGO 11 Pro Max Sport Housings, the latest in its range 
of AxisGO products designed exclusively for the iPhone 11 brought to you by the AquaTech Team.

Taking over 20 years of experience designing and manufacturing Sport Housings, AquaTech combined their exper-
tise with the latest design and manufacturing processes to create the AxisGO 11 Pro and Pro Max Sport Housing. 
This new product offering allows iPhone 11 Pro users a simple and ergonomic way to create stunning photos and 
videos with their iPhones.

With AxisGO you can capture beautiful images and stunning video with your phone down to depths of 10m/33ft. 
Whether you’re taking photos of the kids in the backyard pool, or swimming in the surf you will find, the AxisGO 
protects your iPhone and lets you focus on getting the perfect shot. We are passionate about designing products 
that continually improve the customer experience.

It’s GO Time 
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AxisGO Accessories

The AxisGO 11 Pro Max Over Under Kit was put together for those who capture a lot of underwater images, or who 
want to capture the Over/Under style images where you see above and below the waters surface in the same im-
age. Yes, it’s possible to do that all from your phone! This kit also includes everything you need to look after your 
new gear with an AxisGo Dome Cover included as well as Novus Acrylic Polish to buff out any minor scratches 
you may get on the dome element. This kit will guarantee you endless enjoyment and push your iPhoneography to 
levels you never before thought possible. Your adventure awaits!
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The AxisGO Pistol Grip Trigger is ideal for extending your reach, one handed shooting and image capture at 
depths. Featuring a trigger switch designed to be sensitive and direct, which ensures no shots are missed. Shoot 
bursts of images, single photographs, start and stop video record function or capture that perfect selfie with ease.

Complete Control...
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Bluetooth®Wireless Technology

We are pleased to introduce the new AxisGO Bluetooth® Pistol, the next evolution in technologically advanced 
products brought to you by the AquaTech team. 

Compatible with all AxisGO models, it allows for convenient single handed image capture when used with your 
AxisGO. It connects to your iPhone and allows control of image and video capture when using the camera app. 
You can now enjoy a wireless connection between your pistol grip and AxisGO, offering enhanced control when 
capturing incredible images in the water. 
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Photographer: Brian Wright 
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Photographer: Ashley Marston
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Photographer: Ashley Marston
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